SECNAVINST INSTRUCTION 3800.9A

From: Secretary of the Navy

Subj: ARMED FORCES MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE CENTER (AFMIC)

Ref: (a) DOD Directives 6420.1 of 09 Oct 04

1. Purpose. To outline Navy responsibilities under reference (a) which reflect changes in the organization and conduct of Department of Defense (DOD) medical intelligence activities.

2. Cancellation. SECNAVINST 3800.9.

3. Applicability. This directive applies to all Navy and Marine Corps activities.

4. Discussion. AFMIC is a DOD intelligence production organization jointly staffed by personnel from each of the Military Departments, with authority to conduct day-to-day operations, subject to overall policy and regulatory control of the Director, Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA).

5. Mission. To act as the focal point in the DOD for compiling, producing, and distribution finished intelligence on foreign military and civilian medical capabilities, medical intelligence products and assessments.

6. Responsibilities

   a. The Chief of Naval Operations shall:

      (1) Provide military staffing consistent with AFMIC requirements.

      (2) On request of the Chair of the AFMIC Interdepartmental Advisory Panel provide nominees for the position of Director, AFMIC.
William A. Navas, Jr.
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Manpower and Reserve Affairs)
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